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The Trilian vst Plugin is a large-scale virtual instrument that contains more than 1,000 samples of acoustic and electric basses. Another big advantage of Trilian is the extensive collection of additional materials provided in the library update application, providing more than 800 bass
patches. The suite has more than 2,500 samples of bass, from acoustic to electric, and has been arranged in a wide variety of keys. The innovative String simulator provides a more realistic sound that has never been heard before in virtual instruments. With Trilian 5 youll have an
advanced virtual instrument program that is unlike any other. Trilian is an easy-to-learn, user-friendly and highly flexible keyboard that will help you develop and deepen your skills as an audio musician. If you play acoustic upright bass, you know how difficult it is to craft a realistic

sound. And if you play a good double bass, it would be hard to create a tone that sounds so similar to an acoustic bass. Enter Trilian, a program designed specifically for this. In Bass Genos 2, youll find an extensive range of orchestral instruments for your orchestral projects. Combining
the massive potential of the Yamaha DX7 with the strength of its step sequencer and the endless possibilities of its arpeggiator, Bass Genos 2 adds more power to your playing. It provides advanced editing functions, including the pitch, transposition and vibrato effects of the DX7,

which means that advanced players will be able to play their music with more freedom than ever before. Bass Genos 2 is an instrument that you can use practically from the very beginning. With Bass Genos 2 you can edit and sequence multimeasure parts, mix and match instruments
and solo lines, and save your work as a VST or AU file. No matter whether you are a beginner or an advanced player, Bass Genos 2 gives you all the tools you need to create musical magic.
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the interface allows for clear and intuitive play control, at the same time, the instrument has many powerful editing and sound shaping tools. perform with the same feel and character that you use in a live situation, while simultaneously, you can perform and create at an even higher
level. the interface has a new look and feel, with an additional new level of control, in many ways, trilian is the ultimate fusion of the worlds of live and digital. you can now compose and play your own electronic music with the same level of creativity and freedom as your favorite rock
musicians. trilian gives you the ability to play acoustic bass with the same characteristics and feel as an electric bass. the trilian instrument is a highly expressive and flexible total solution for playing bass. the new instrument features a new intuitive user interface, many new controls

and a new level of sound shaping power. trilian is designed for both live performance and digital creation. trilian 1.5 is the current version of the highly acclaimed bass plug-in. with over 34gb of amazing sounds, trilian offers a wide selection of basses from the classic subsonic punch of
the synth basses to the hyper-realistic articulations of the acoustic and electric basses. version 1.5 has added many of omnispheres powerful synthesis functions as well. trilian 1.5 has quickly become the worlds leading plug-in authority on bass. whether you need acoustic, electric, or
synth basses, trilian dominates the industry with the most comprehensive collection of bass sounds ever. the vast core library contains over 34 gb and the sounds are programmed using the same famous steam engine used in omnisphere. this means that omnisphere owners can load

trilian sounds for detailed editing, layering and integration. from the subsonic punch of the synth basses to the hyper-realistic articulations of the acoustic and electric basses, there are more than enough sounds to last a lifetime. trilian is the final word on bottom end! 5ec8ef588b
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